SWIAT PRZYRODY
ROZMOWA W S T ^ P N A
1. Which wild animal do you like most? Why?
2. Which natural disaster do you fear most? Why?
3. Do you agree that we should use alternative (renewable) energy sources
more? Why? / Why not?
4. Where in the world would you like to live because of the climate?
5. Which regions in Poland would you recommend to a foreign nature
lover? Why?

PRZYDATNE S L O W A I W Y R A Z E N I A
1. elephant - enormous, powerful, the symbol of good luck
lion - big, soft but deadly, the hero of the cartoon 'Lion King'
giraffe - looks funny with its long neck
ostrich - a big bird that can run fast instead of flying
2. earthquake, flood, hurricane, volcanic eruption, fire, tsunami; kills people and
animals, can destroy houses and bridges, happens quite often in different
regions of Poland
3. clean electricity, environmentally friendly, no pollution, fossil fuels will run out,
solar / water / wind power plants, expensive, can't generate enough energy,
wind turbines spoil the landscape
4. North Africa - hot, dry weather with a short rainy season
South of Europe - mild climate with long summer
Alaska - it's never too hot
5. North-East Poland, the Masurian Lakes, National Parks with their unique
wildlife, the last natural habitat of the European bison, the Tatra Mountains
- beautiful views, picturesque valleys and streams
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SWIAT PRZYRODY
ZADANIE I
Rozmawiasz z kolega. / kolezanka. na temat trzymania zwierzat w domu.
Ponizej podane sa. cztery kwestie, ktore musisz uwzglQdnic w rozmowie
z egzaminuja_cym.

Rozmowe zaczyna egzaminujqcy.

PRZYDATNE S L O W A I W Y R A Z E N I A
Gatunki zwierzat
animals: dog, cat, hamster, guinea pig, goldfish, rat, snake, spider;
keep at home as a pet
Korzysci i zagrozenia
benefits: a real friend, show love and devotion, can guard your house, pleasant
to stroke, you can watch its funny / strange behaviour, it's nice to have a living
creature of your own;
dangers: can bite / scratch / be dangerous
O b o w i a z k i wtasciciela
duties: you have to feed it, take it for a walk, train, clean the cage, change its
water, take it to the vet, vaccinate it, take it with you or find someone to take
care of it when you go on holiday
Koszty
exotic animals or some breeds of dogs and cats can be very expensive,
you have to buy special food and accessories, pay for the visit to the vet
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